
53405500 - Fortron Automatic  Transmission Fluid Flush Machine - Manual
Operating Instructions

1. Ensure the vehicle is at correct operating temperature prior to carrying transmission 
    fluid exchange.

2. Ensure waste tank is empty.

3. Fill new fluid tank with required amount of transmission fluid - Maximum 15 litres.

4. Ensure the machine is SWITCHED OFF.

5. Locate then transmission cooler line. Note easiest connection 
    is normally via the transmission cooler.

6. Disconnect the transmission cooler line and install the 
    appropriate adaptor.

7. Connect the transmission machine exchange hoses to the 
    selected adaptor. (See Fig A)

8. Ensure Flow Control Valve is set in the CIRCULATION mode. 
    (See Fig B). Add Fortron Transmission Flush. 

9. Add transmission flush at the transmission filler neck 
    (level indicator) or alternatively transmission flush can be 
    added through side coupling and prong (see additional fitting)

10. Start the engine - the transmission fluid should flow in the 
      direction of the OLD FLUID INDICATOR, the arrow indicates 
      the correct direction of fluid flow. (See Fig C)

11. Should the fluid be flowing in the incorrect direction, switch off engine and simply reverse the 
      hose connections at the adaptor.
12. Restart engine and ensure fluid flow direction is correct. Allow the Transmission fluid to circulate 
      for 5 minutes allowing Fortron Transmission Flush to circulate throughout the entire transmission 
      prior to exchanging fluid. 

Operation
1. With vehicle engine started and fluid flowing in the correct direction, turn CONTROL VALVE to the EXCHANGE position. 
    Fluid will stop circulating through the OLD FLUID INDICATOR.
2. Turn on Machine.
3. Fluid exchange will now start to commence, once the OLD FLUID INDICATOR is indicating new fluid or the desired
    amount of fluid has been exchanged, return the FLOW VALVE to CIRCULATION and switch the machine OFF.
4. Should you wish to exchange measured amount of fluid, follow the level indictor on the side of the machine (See Fig D)
5. Should you require additional fluid, simply turn the machine ON and add additional fluid.
6. Should you find you have excessive fluid (with machine turned off), simply rotate FLOW VALVE 
    to the EXCHANGE position and draw additional fluid (DO NOT TURN MACHINE ON)
7. On completion, add Fortron Transmission Concentrate at the transmission filler neck 
    (level indicator), or alternatively transmission concentrate can be added through side coupling 
    and prong (see additional fitting) and check fluid level is correct.
8. Disconnect machine, reconnect vehicle cooler line and road test vehicle.

Additional Feature.
The Fortron Semi- Auto Transmission Machine has the additional feature of being able to draw 
transmission fluid from an external source; this allows the user to be able to operate multiple 
fluids through the machine. Simply disconnect the SIDE HOSE COUPLING and connect the PRONG 
supplied. Place it in the external fluid tank.
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ALSO AVAILABLE 
53403260

ATF Flush Service Kit

ATF Flush Service Kit - 12 pack

53402600

534026-12
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